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Semimicroscopic nucleon-nucleus spherical optical model for nuclei
with A>40 at energies up to 200 MeV

E. Bauge, J. P. Delaroche, and M. Girod
Commissariat a` l’Energie Atomique, Service de Physique Nucle´aire, Boite Postale 12, 91680 Bruye`res-le-Chaˆtel, France

~Received 21 January 1998!

A nucleon-nucleus optical model potential~OMP! is built from the nuclear matter~NM! approach of
Jeukenne, Lejeune, and Mahaux~JLM!. The imaginary component of the on-shell NM mass operator, origi-
nally parametrized by these authors as a function of matter density and energy, is given a new representation
suitable for energies from 1 to 200 MeV. The JLM model extended in this manner is then applied through an
improved local density approximation~LDA ! to treat nucleon scattering from closed- and near closed-shell
nuclei with masses 40<A<209. For proton, neutron, and charge radial densities, we use those obtained from
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations based on the finite range, density dependent Gogny force. Several LDA
and spin-orbit potential prescriptions are tested to select those which provide the best overall description of
elastic scattering and reaction measurements. Over three hundred datasets including differential cross sections,
analyzing powers, spin rotation functions, and reaction cross sections are considered in the present analyses.
The OMP components include normalization factors which are optimized for each incident energy, probe, and
for most target nuclei. We give close forms which represent the energy variation of these factors for then
1X and p1X systems. The global OMPs built in this manner produce a good overall description of the
neutron and proton scattering and reaction measurements available up to 200 MeV.@S0556-2813~98!05208-X#

PACS number~s!: 24.10.Ht, 25.40.Cm, 25.40.Dn, 25.60.Dz
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past thirty years a considerable effort has b
put on establishing the nucleon-nucleus optical model po
tial ~OMP! on microscopic grounds, that is describin
nucleon scattering in terms of an elementary process m
fied by the presence of the nuclear medium. Milestones
this path are offered in the proceedings of the 1978 Hamb
and 1982 Bloomington conferences@1,2#. Medium effects on
the NN interaction can be tackled in many ways which, f
convenience, we classify into two broad categories. The
one includes relativistic mean-field models, while the seco
one deals with nonrelativistic theories of the many bo
problem.

Among the latter approaches, those based on
Brueckner-Hartree-Fock~BHF! theory of nuclear matte
~NM! have played a key role in the development of mic
scopic OMPs and effectiveNN interactions at low and me
dium energies@2–4#. Briefly this derivation proceeds as fo
lows. From BHF calculations in nuclear matter, a ma
operator M is first deduced, which is a function of th
nuclear medium densityr, the nucleon momentumk, and the
energyE. A local OMP in nuclear matter is obtained b
evaluatingM on the energy shell. This potential is then giv
a form usable for OMP calculations by performing a loc
density approximation~LDA !. Jeukenne, Lejeune, and Ma
haux have thoroughly developed this NM based OMP, a
provided a simple parametrization of their on-shell nucl
matter results in terms ofr and E up to 160 MeV. Once
implemented with an improved LDA this OMP represen
tion defines the JLM model@5,6#. This accomplishment ha
marked the beginning of many investigations regarding
predictive power of the JLM model in neutron and prot
scattering studies. So far, this model has been tested u
PRC 580556-2813/98/58~2!/1118~28!/$15.00
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160 MeV against the volume integrals and root mean squ
radii of phenomenological real and imaginary central pot
tials, as well as against differential scattering cross secti
and analyzing powers measured at selected incident ene
below 80 MeV. Quite good fits to the experimental data a
obtained through empirical normalizations of the JLM pote
tial depths@7–11#.

Many other OMP calculations performed using the no
relativistic theory of nuclear matter have also been tested
to 500 MeV, in which standard folding@12–19# as well as
full-folding potentials@20–24# are considered. In the mean
time, Kelly et al. @25,26# have developed a phenomenolog
cal effective interaction inspired from, and guided by theo
to assess the validity of the local density assumption
which these scattering models are based.

The local density concept, a central issue in microsco
OMP studies, is here revisited through large scale nucl
scattering and reaction analyses conducted exclusively in
JLM model context over the 1 to 200 MeV and 40<A
<209 ranges.

If implemented with a robust LDA, this easy to hand
model ~the exchange potential components are explic
treated at the BHF level! would display appealing properties
which would make it ideally suited for many application
including those related to the design of accelerator-driv
systems@27,28#. In this respect, because of its solid theor
ical foundations, we may reasonably hope that this mo
will produce reliable predictions, even in cases where
experimental data is available.

At this point, we would like to acknowledge that anoth
large scale OMP study has been conducted recently by C
et al. @29,30#. In this work, the authors have succeeded
establishing a phenomenological, global Dirac potential
protons scattered from12C, 16O, 40Ca, 90Zr, and 208Pb in the
1118 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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PRC 58 1119SEMIMICROSCOPIC NUCLEON-NUCLEUS SPHERICAL . . .
20 to 1040 MeV range. The fits obtained are of high qual
especially those pertinent to analyzing power and spin r
tion functions. This success met at 500 MeV is mostly due
the complex spin-orbit potential which occurs naturally
the Dirac equation. In contrast, the standard phenomeno
cal Schro¨dinger OMP fails in the intermediate energy regi
(E.200 MeV!. The comparative success of the Dirac ph
nomenology, attributed to its relativistic formulation, h
stimulated the development of relativistic mean field theor
which are presently challenged in neutron-nucleus react
@31–36#. Note that the validity ranges of the Dirac ph
neomenology and that of our model overlap between 20
200 MeV.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we offe
brief presentation of the JLM model and establish our no
tions. The original close forms assigned to the JLM resu
obtained in nuclear matter up to 160 MeV are then exten
to allow for JLM model calculations between 160 and 2
MeV, an energy interval where a wealth of scattering dat
available. Several LDA and spin-orbit~SO! prescriptions to
be tested in actual OMP calculations performed us
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov nuclear radial densities, are p
sented in Sec. III. Detailed spherical optical model analy
are described in Sec. IV for neutrons and protons inciden
40Ca, 54,56Fe, 58,60Ni, 63,65Cu, 90Zr, 93Nb, 116,120Sn, 208Pb,
and 209Bi, which help fixing the best overall LDA and SO
potential prescriptions as well as normalization factors
tached to the potential depths. These factors are given c
forms in Sec. V, and discussed separately for incident p
tons and neutrons. Global neutron and protons OMPs
thus obtained. Their predictive power is challenged in S
VI through comparisons with various scattering and react
measurements.

II. OMP IN NUCLEAR MATTER

A. Microscopic optical potential

Let us first remind the reader of the notations, which w
originally defined in@5,6,37#. In infinite nuclear matter, the
optical model potential is closely related to the mass oper
M @38# which depends on the momentumk and the energy
E. In principleM (k,E) may be calculated from the reactio
matrix g defined by@3,5,6#

gr~w!5v1 (
aW .kF ,bW .kF

v
uaW ,bW &^aW ,bW u

w2e~a!2e~b!2 id
gr~w!,

~1!

wherev is the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction. The inder
is meant to emphasize the fact that theg-matrix is density
dependent, a property rooted in the Pauli blocking opera
present in the right hand side of Eq.~1!. The densityr is
related to the Fermi momentumkF by r52/(3p2)kF

3 , ande
defined as

e~a!5a2/2m1U~a!, ~2!

wherem is the nucleon mass, andU an auxiliary potential.
This problem cannot be solved exactly. However J

kenne, Lejeune, and Mahaux have shown@6# how to calcu-
late the mass operator from theg-matrix, using Reid’s hard
,
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core interaction@39# as the bareNN force in the Brueckner-
Hartree-Fock approximation~BHF! @40#. In this context,M
'M r

(1) is made of two components and expressed as

M r
~1!5M r

~0!1dM r
~1! , ~3!

whereM r
(0) is the mass operator in symmetric nuclear m

ter, anddM r
(1) is the first order term of a development

terms ofV51/2(kFn
2kFp

) aroundM r
(0) @37#, kFn

and kFp

being the Fermi momenta of the neutron and proton dis
butions, respectively. After evaluatingM r

(1) on the energy
shell, the optical potential is written as@37#

UNM~r,E!5V0~r,E!1atV1~r,E!

1 i @W0~r,E!1atW1~r,E!#, ~4!

where a5(rn2rp)/(rn1rp) is the asymmetry term,t is
11 for proton and21 for neutron projectiles, and whereV0,
V1, W0, andW1 are potential components defined through

V0~r,E!5ReM r
~0!
„k~E!,E…, ~5!

V1~r,E!5
m̃

m
ReNr„k~E!,E…, ~6!

W0~r,E!5
m

m̄
ImM r

~0!
„k~E!,E…, ~7!

and

W1~r,E!5
m

m̄
ImNr„k~E!,E…, ~8!

with

Nr~k,E!5
1

a
dM r

~1! . ~9!

The quantitiesm̃/m and m̄/m are, respectively, thek mass
and theE mass representing the true nonlocality and the t
energy dependence of the OMP@4#

m

m̃
511

m

k

]

]k
~ReM r

~0!!uk5k~E! , ~10!

m̄

m
512

]

]E
~ReM r

~0!!uE5E . ~11!

Also, according to the prescriptions in@41,42# the imaginary
part of the OMP is then scaled by the effective massm̃/m.
These definitions are relevant to the neutron OMP. For in
dent protons, the current prescription is to evaluate the o
cal potential atE2Vc @6#.

B. Parametrization of the on-shell BHF results

In order to simplify the use of their OMP, JLM hav
parametrizedUNM(r,E) below 160 MeV as a sum of power
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1120 PRC 58E. BAUGE, J. P. DELAROCHE, AND M. GIROD
of the density multiplied by powers of the projectile ener
@37#. These forms are given below.

~i! The isoscalar part of the real OMP@37#

Re„M0~r,E!…5 (
i , j 51

3

ai j r
iEj 21, ~12!

whereE is expressed in MeV,r in fm23, andai j are coef-
ficients given in@37#.

~ii ! The isovector part of the real OMP@37#

Re„N~r,E!…5 (
i , j 51

3

bi j r
iEj 21. ~13!

~iii ! The isoscalar part of the imaginary OMP@37#

W0~r,E!5F11
D

~E2eF!2G21

(
i , j 51

4

di j r
iEj 21, ~14!

where eF is the Fermi energy, andD5600 MeV2 if E
.10 MeV @37#, andD5100 MeV2 if E,10 MeV @43#.

~iv! The isovector part of the imaginary OMP@37#

Im„N~r,E!…5F11
F

E2eF
G21

(
i , j 51

4

f i j r
iEj 21, ~15!

where F51 MeV. Here, eF is depending on the energ
range. IfE.10 MeV theneF is parametrized as@37#

eF
h~r!5r~2510.813222r26250r2!, ~16!

while for E<10 MeV @43#

eF
l~r!5222.02r~298.5223760.23r112345r2!.

~17!

~v! The k mass~10! @37#

m̃~r,E!

m
512 (

i , j 51

3

ci j r
iEj 21, ~18!

and theE mass~11! calculated@37# using

m*

m
5

m̃

m
•

m̄

m
, ~19!

with

m* ~r,E!

m
512

d

dE
V0~r,E!. ~20!

C. Limitations of the original JLM parametrization

The first obvious limitation of this original parametriza
tion is the discontinuity of the imaginary potential at 1
MeV, that leads to a discontinuity in the volume integr
Jw /A, and to a kink in the reaction cross section calcula
in finite nuclei as a function of energy.

The second limitation is due to the energy range of
parametrization: if the imaginary OMP is evaluated abo
160 MeV using the above parametrization, it exhibits a po
tive region at low density. Obviously this deficiency prop
l
d

e
e
i-
-

gates into the imaginary OMP in finite nuclei. This feature
illustrated for neutrons incident on208Pb in the middle pane
of Fig. 1 where the absorptive potential is positive at t
nuclear surface as soon asE.160 MeV. This is clearly an
artifact of the original parametrization of the BHF results
a sum of powers ofE andr: such a fit does not lend itsel
very well to extrapolation. Thus, in order to evaluate t
imaginary potential above 160 MeV, one has to find anot
way of extrapolating towards higher energies.

D. New parametrization

Therefore, we have refitted the Im(M0) and Im(N) poten-
tials using the functional forms~14! and~15!, obtaining new
values for thedi j , D, and f i j coefficients. In this process,eF
was taken as

eF~r,E!5 f ~E!eF
l~r!1„12 f ~E!…eF

h~r!, ~21!

where

f ~E!5@11exp„~E2E0!/aE…#
21, ~22!

with E0510 MeV andaE52 MeV. Now, there is a smooth
transition between the low and high energy behaviors of
Fermi energy parametrization.

Furthermore, we have put the following constraints on
fits.

~i! Between 0 and 10 MeV the target values for Im(M0)
and Im(N) were the values calculated with the low ener
parametrization of Lejeune@43#.

~ii ! Between 18 and 130 MeV the target values f
Im(M0) and Im(N) were the values calculated with the p
rametrization of JLM@37#.

FIG. 1. The neutron OMP for208Pb calculated between 5 an
195 MeV using the JLM parametrization. The real part of the OM
is shown in the upper panel while the middle and lower panels h
the imaginary part of the OMP calculated using, respectively,
original JLM NM OMP parametrization or our improved NM OM
parametrization. The LDA~27! is used for this calculation.
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~iii ! Above 130 MeV, the target values for Im(M0) and
Im(N) were linearly extrapolated from their respective v
ues@37# at 130 MeV.

It is important to note that the region between 9 and
MeV was left free of constraints so that the functions co
‘‘heal.’’ The fit was performed on 2500 points in (r,E)
space. Figure 2~a! shows a comparison of the fitted values
W0 /r ~dotted and dashed lines! with values ofW0 /r from
@37# ~full line! at 10, 30, 50, 80, and 140 MeV. This figur
shows that this fitted OMP component stays within 10%
the original values and that the overall evolutions of bo

FIG. 2. ~a! Comparison of the quantityW0(r,E)/r from @37#
~solid and dotted lines! with the same quantity calculated with th
new JLM OMP parametrization~dashed and dotted lines!, at the
energies 10, 30, 50, 80, and 140 MeV.~b! Comparison between
energy dependences of the imaginary part of the isovector O
Im(N), calculated using the original JLM parametrizations and
same quantity calculated with our reparametrization of the J
OMP. This comparison is shown here for nuclear densities ofr0,
r0/2, andr0/4.
9

f

W0(r,E)/r sets are similar. Note that the 10 MeV curv
shown as a continuous line in Fig. 2~a! is from @37# whereas
the values used as target values at 10 MeV were from@43#,
so there is nothing alarming about the difference betw
dashed and full lines at 10 MeV on this figure.

For Im(N) the same fitting procedure as forW0 has been
applied. Figure 2~b! shows Im(N) calculated forr5r0 ,
r0/2, and r0/4 as a function of energy (r050.17 fm23).
Both the new parametrization~dashed lines! and the old pa-
rametrization~full lines, from @37# above 10 MeV and from
@43# below 10 MeV! are represented there. On this plot it c
be seen that, while the fit is not perfect, the overall featu
of the original NM OMP are well reproduced by the prese
fit. The reader should also notice that the discontinuities
the original parametrization at 10 MeV are gone with t
new parametrization.

The result of this fit is a new set ofdi j , D, and f i j coef-
ficients. The coefficientsdi j andD are shown in Table I, and
the coefficientsFi j in Table II. When adopted in actual OMP
calculations~see Sec. III!, this new parametrization cures th
deficiency of the imaginary OMP discussed above. T
lower panel of Fig. 1 shows that the neutron absorption
208Pb is no longer positive at large radii forE>160 MeV.
As can be seen, the new imaginary OMP smoothly chan
from surface to volume shape asE increases, the transition
occurring at about 40 MeV. Also note that the original a
new imaginary potential parametrizations produce rather
ferent potential depths in finite nuclei~compare the middle
and lower panels of Fig. 1!. This difference will most likely
propagate into the strength of the normalization factorlw
~see Sec. IV! and affect the comparison with thelw’s ob-
tained in earlier scattering studies@8–11#.

The upper panel of Fig. 1 also shows the real part of
neutron JLM potential calculated for208Pb up to 195 MeV.
The radial distribution displays a volume shape, excep
higher incident energies where it transforms into the sum
a surface and volume terms as expected@44#.

The original JLM parametrization@37# provides rather
weak real potential depths when extrapolated beyond
MeV. We have checked from sensitivity calculations th
this OMP component plays a minor role in scattering obse
able predictions at 180 and 200 MeV incident energies.
all these reasons, the OMP analyses presented in this p
will be conducted using the new parametrization@i.e., Eqs.
~21!,~22! and Tables I and II# of the imaginary central poten
tial, and the original parametrization@37# of Jeukenne, Le-
jeune, and Mahaux for the real central potential.

III. OMP IN FINITE NUCLEI

In this section we describe the other ingredients neede
run our OMP calculations, namely the local density appro
mation, spin-orbit interaction, and nucleon densities.

A. Local density approximation and improved LDA

The nuclear matter results discussed above cannot be
rectly applied to finite nuclei. A local density approximatio
can be used to make nuclear matter results relevant to fi
nuclei. The LDA assigns the value of the OMP in nucle
matter evaluated for a density ofr(r ) to the finite nucleus
OMP at a distancer from the center of the nucleus@37#

P
e
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TABLE I. Present coefficientsdi j with D5625 MeV2 in the expression~14!.

i\ j 1 2 3 4

1 20.659931013 10.107731012 20.788631021 10.187531023

2 10.114431015 20.290831013 10.244331011 20.620331022

3 20.745131015 10.220731014 20.199331012 10.517531021

4 10.176131016 20.545831014 10.511331012 20.133931010
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ULDA~r ,E!5UNM„r~r !,E…, ~23!

whereULDA is the OMP in a finite nucleus, andUNM is the
optical potential in nuclear matter~4! calculated for the same
neutron excess. While this approximation is able to rep
duce well the volume integrals of phenomenological OM
it leads to underestimating their root mean square~rms! radii.
The improved LDA has been introduced to cure this beh
ior by widening the rms radius with a Gaussian form fac
@37#, thus giving a finite range to the effective interactio
With this improved LDA, the OMP in finite nuclei reads

U ILDA i~r ,E!5~ tAp!23E Ui~r ,r 8,E!

3exp~2urW2r 8W u2/t r
2!r~r 8!dr8W , ~24!

whereU ILDA i is the OMP calculated with the improved LDA
prescriptioni , andt the range of the Gaussian. Three famili
prescriptions have been considered@8–11,45,46#

Up~r ,r 8,E!5
UNM„r~r !,E…

r~r !
, ~25!

Um~r ,r 8,E!5
UNM„r@~r 1r 8!/2#,E…

r@~r 1r 8!/2#
, ~26!

and

Ut~r ,r 8,E!5
UNM„r~r 8!,E…

r~r 8!
, ~27!

depending on whether the interaction is evaluated at the
jectile ~25!, midpoint ~26!, or target position~27!.

In previous studies@8,37,45#, two different ranges (t r and
t i) are considered, the first one for the real and the sec
one for the imaginary components ofULDA i . t r and t i are
found to lay between 1 and 1.4 fm, which are commo
accepted values for effective interactions@47#. In Sec. V D
we will estimate the values oft r and t i which provide the
best overall agreement between the present OMP predic
and experimental data.
-
,

-
r
.

o-

nd

ns

B. Spin-orbit potential

In order to faithfully reproduce experimental analyzin
power@Ay(u)#, spin rotation function@Q(u) andR(u)], and
differential scattering cross section@s(u)# measurements
one needs not only a good central potential, but a good s
orbit potential as well. Since no SO interaction is provid
by the JLM model, we should rely on a specific prescripti
to treat this OMP component.

In previous works performed using the JLM OMP@8,48#,
the spin-orbit part of the M3Y interaction@49# has been suc-
cessfully used. While this M3Y SO potential provides go
predictions up to 65 MeV fors(u) and Ay(u), it becomes
less and less reliable as the energy increases. Figure 3 h
lights this degradation~see dotted curves! for protons inci-
dent on 58Ni. Thus, we have considered alternate prescr
tions for the SO potential, namely~i! the prescription of
Scheerbaum@45,50#, and ~ii ! that of Dover and Van Giai
@51#.

With the prescription of Scheerbaum, the complex sp
orbit potential for incident neutrons~protons! is defined as

Vn~p!
so ~r !5lvso

Un~p!
so ~r !, ~28!

Wn~p!
so ~r !5lwso

Un~p!
so ~r !, ~29!

with the form factor

Un~p!
so ~r !5

1

r

d

drS 2

3
rp~n!1

1

3
rn~p!D , ~30!

wherern(p) is the neutron~proton! radial density, andlvso

andlwso
are the real and imaginary SO potential depth n

malizations, respectively. As a consequence of Eq.~30!, the
neutron and proton SO interactions will display radial sha
differences larger than those for the proton and neutron
tributions discussed below~in Sec. III C!.

The SO potential form factor inspired from Dover an
Van Giai’s work is

Uso5@11ar~r !#21
1

r

dr

dr
, ~31!
TABLE II. Present coefficientsf i j in the expression~15!.

i\ j 1 2 3 4

1 10.459631013 20.644031011 10.404031021 20.900931024

2 20.769331014 10.146431013 20.102531011 10.233731022

3 10.552531015 20.111231014 10.796731011 20.180231021

4 20.143731016 10.303831014 20.222031012 10.502631021
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with a54.89 fm3 and r5rn1rp . This SO radial shape
does not induce difference between proton and neutron
potentials, but the peak value ofUso at the surface is shifted
towards larger values by the@11ar(r )#21 factor yielding
a slightly larger rms radius. In Eqs.~28! and ~29!, we have
assumed thatlvso

andlwso
do not depend on the isospin o

the probe. We did this because their respective empir
values deduced from our scattering analyses~see Sec. V! are
identical within uncertainties.

C. Nucleon densities

In many previous OMP studies based on the JLM mod
the nucleon densities have been derived from electron s
tering measurements; the pointlike proton density is
tracted from the measured charge density of the nucleu
deconvoluting the proton charge smearing, and the neu
density is often obtained through scaling the proton den
by a N/Z factor. For this way of getting the neutron dens
to be justified, the assumption of a constant scaling fac
between proton and neutron densities must be valid, whic

FIG. 3. Comparison betweens(u)/sRuth andAy(u) predictions
using three different prescriptions for the spin-orbit potential a

experimental results for the58Ni( pW ,p)58Ni reaction at 20.4, 65, and
180 MeV. Solid lines denote usage of the Scheerbaum prescrip
dotted lines denote usage of the M3Y prescription, and dashed
denote usage of the Dover and Van Giai prescriptions. Note tha
differential cross sections at 65~180! MeV are offset by a factor of
102(104), and the analyzing powers are offset by 1~3!. The LDA
~27! is used for this calculation. The experimental values are sho
as open circles.
O

al

l,
at-
-
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nearly the case only for self-conjugate nuclei. However, m
croscopic calculations of the densities using the Hartr
Fock-Bogoliubov~HFB! @52# method with the Gogny D1S
@53# force ~see below! show that this assumption of a con
stant scaling factor does not hold well. A typical set of ne
tron and charge radial densities calculated in this manner
208Pb is shown1 in the upper panel of Fig. 4, and compare
with experimental measurements@54,55# of the same quan-
tities. The densities exhibit some oscillations in the nucl
interior, clearly showing that the ratio between neutron a
proton densities is not constant in this region. The low
panel of Fig. 4 shows the calculated ratioa5(rn2rp)/(rn
1rp) for 208Pb, to be compared with (N2Z)/A. As can be
seen,a differs from (N2Z)/A by as much as 80% at sma
distance, a region of minor importance for predicted scat
ing patterns. In contrast, the difference is typically of t
order of 10% at the nuclear surface which is the region tha
mostly probed by the incoming particle. If ignored, this d
ference could lead to an erroneous evaluation of the isov
tor partsV1 andW1 of the complex OMP.

The advantage of using microscopic densities is that i
possible to calculate OMPs for nuclei whose densities h

1208Pb is a doubly closed-shell nucleus, in which no pairing
present. For this reason, the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov and
Hartree-Fock solutions coincide.

d

n,
es
he

n

FIG. 4. Upper panel: charge and neutron radial densities
208Pb. Comparison between the present HFB predictions~continu-
ous curves! and experimental results~hashed area and dashe
curves!. Lower panel: calculated (rn2rp)/(rn1rp) ratio ~solid
line! compared with the (N2Z)/A ratio ~dashed line! for 208Pb.
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TABLE III. s(u) andAy(u) database for neutron elastic scattering.

Target Reference Energy Reference Energy

40Ca @58# 2.1, 3.3, 5.3, 5.9, 6.5, 7.9 MeV @62# 11, 20, 26 MeV

@59# 9.9, 11.9, 13.9 MeV @63# 19 MeV

@60# 11 MeV @64# 21.6 MeV

@61# 19.6 MeV @65# 30.3, 40 MeV

56Fe @67# 4.6, 5, 6.1, 6.5, 7.6 MeV @11# 14.7 MeV

@68# 5 MeV @64# 21.6 MeV

@69# 8, 10, 12, 14 MeV @70# 24.8 MeV

@8# 11, 20, 26 MeV

54Fe @71# 8, 10, 12, 14 MeV @72# 10, 14, 17 MeV

natFe @73# 24 MeV @74# 65 MeV

58Ni @80# 8, 10, 12, 14 MeV @81# 24 MeV

@72# 10, 14, 17 MeV

60Ni @80# 8, 10, 12, 14 MeV @81# 24 MeV

63Cu @82# 5.5, 7, 8.5 MeV @69# 8, 9.9, 11.9, 13.9 MeV

natCu @83# 84 MeV @85# 136 MeV

@84# 96 MeV @86# 155 MeV

65Cu @82# 5.5, 7, 8.5 MeV @87# 10, 14 MeV

@71# 8, 10, 12, 14 MeV

90Zr @88# 1.5 MeV @91# 5.9, 6.9, 7.8 MeV

@89# 1.8, 2, 3, 4 MeV @92# 8, 10, 24 MeV

@90# 2.2, 5.2 MeV @93# 11 MeV

93Nb @46# 7, 8, 11 MeV @94# 10, 12, 14, 14.6, 17 MeV

120Sn @95,96# 1, 1.6, 4 MeV @98# 10, 11, 14, 17 MeV

@97# 2 and 3 MeV

116Sn @98# 10, 11, 14, 17 MeV @99# 24 MeV

natSn @73# 24 MeV @74# 65 MeV

208Pb @101# 2 MeV @105# 30.3, 40

@9# 4, 5, 6, 7 MeV @74# 65 MeV

@102# 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 17 MeV @83# 84 MeV

@103# 9, 11, 20, 25.7 MeV @84# 96 MeV

@104# 22, 24 MeV @85# 136 MeV

@73# 24 MeV @86# 155 MeV

209Bi @107# 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.5, @108# 14.6 MeV

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 20, 21.6, 24 MeV @73# 24 MeV

@9# 5 MeV
a
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never been measured or can hardly be measured, for inst
in the case of isomeric targets. For the reasons above
have systematically adopted the nucleon densities calcul
in the HFB framework for our OMP analyses. Moreove
since HFB calculations have been shown to successfully
produce the experimental nuclear charge@52,56,57# and mat-
ter distributions as in Fig. 4, using HFB nuclear densities s
our OMP calculations on solid ground.
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IV. OMP ANALYSES

A. Experimental database

In this section we detail the content of the experimen
database which we have used in this study. The reader wh
not interested in the origin of the data used in this study
directly jump to Sec. IV B. Tables III and IV hold the refe
ences for thenW 1X andpW 1X experimental angular distribu
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TABLE IV. s(u) andAy(u) database for proton elastic scattering.

Target Reference Energy Reference Energy

40Ca @109# 14.5, 18.6, 19.6, 21 MeV @117# 61.4 MeV
@110# 16 MeV @111# 65 MeV
@112# 21, 48, 49 MeV @118# 75, 152 MeV
@113# 26.3, 30.3 MeV @119# 80.2, 160, 181 MeV
@114# 30.3 MeV @120# 135.1 MeV
@115# 35.5, 45.5 MeV @121# 156 MeV
@116# 40 MeV @26,122# 200 MeV

56Fe @125# 11, 11.7 MeV @130# 19.1 MeV
@126# 14.5 MeV @114# 30.3 MeV
@127# 15.3, 17.2, 20.4, 24.6 MeV @131# 40 MeV
@110# 16 MeV @132# 49.4 MeV
@128# 17.8 MeV @111# 65 MeV
@129# 18.6 MeV @121# 156 MeV

54Fe @133# 9.8 MeV @134# 12 MeV
@126# 10.5, 14.5 MeV

natFe @135# 155 MeV @137# 182 MeV
@136# 179 MeV

58Ni @126# 10 MeV @140# 22 MeV
@138# 10.7, 14.5, 15.4 MeV @113,114# 30.3 MeV
@125# 12 MeV @141# 35 MeV
@110# 16 MeV @116# 40 MeV
@128# 17.8 MeV @117# 61.4 MeV
@129# 18.6 MeV @111# 65 MeV
@127# 20.4, 24.6 MeV @142# 178 MeV
@139# 21.3 MeV @143# 200 MeV

natNi @144# 10 MeV @147# 38 MeV
@145# 12 MeV @135# 155 MeV
@146# 17.3 MeV

60Ni @126# 10, 14.5 MeV @127# 20.4, 24.6 MeV
@138# 10.7, 14.5 and 15.4 MeV @114,113# 30.3 MeV
@110# 16 MeV @111# 65 MeV
@129# 18.6 and 19.1 MeV

90Zr @133# 9.8 MeV @132# 49.4 MeV
@110# 16 MeV @117# 61.4 MeV
@148# 18.8 MeV @111# 65 MeV
@149# 22.5 MeV @120,119# 79.6, 79.8, 98.7, 134.8, 135.1, 160, 180 Me
@150# 20.3 MeV @152# 100.4 MeV
@151# 30 MeV @121# 156 MeV
@116# 40 MeV

120Sn @133# 10 MeV @155# 40 MeV
@110# 16 MeV @152# 100.4 MeV
@153# 20.4, 24.6 MeV @119# 104 MeV
@154# 30 MeV @121# 156 MeV
@114# 30.3 MeV @156# 160 MeV

116Sn @126# 10, 14.5 MeV @158# 20.4 MeV
@110# 16 MeV @132# 49.4 MeV
@109# 18.6, 20.8 MeV @117# 61.4 MeV

208Pb @159# 11, 12, and 13 MeV @117# 61.4 MeV
@110# 16 MeV @111# 65 MeV
@160# 21, 24.1, 35, 45, 47.3, 155, 185 MeV @120# 79.9, 100.4, 121.2, 182.4 MeV
@113# 26.3 MeV @119# 79.9, 98, 185 MeV

@114,161# 30.3 @121# 156 MeV
@116# 40 MeV @156# 160 MeV
@132# 49.4 MeV @162–164# 201 MeV

209Bi @110# 16 MeV @118# 78, 153 MeV
@165# 57 MeV @121# 155 MeV
@111# 65 MeV
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tions used in this study. Note that no data forQ(u) andR(u)
spin rotation functions is included in this database, so t
the calculatedQ(u) andR(u) values presented in Sec. VI B
are plain predictions. The neutron total cross sections
from @33,66# for 40Ca, @75–79# for natFe, @75,76,79# for
natNi, @33,75# for natCu, @33,89# for 90Zr, @33,100# for natSn,
and@33,75,106# for 208Pb. The proton reaction cross sectio
come from @123,124# for 40Ca, @123,124# for 56Fe,
@123,124,141# for 58Ni, @123# for 63Cu, @123# for 90Zr,
@123,157# for 120Sn, and from@123,124# for 208Pb.

B. Codes

Two codes are used for the calculation of scattering
reaction observables. The first one FLIT@166# generates
folding potentials on a radial mesh. This code has b
slightly modified to include the new JLM parameters ga
ered in Tables I and II, as well as the new expressi
~21!,~22! for eF . The numerical files generated for the ce
tral and spin-orbit potentials are used as input for ECIS
@167#. This versatile code includes provisions for treating t
compound scattering process@168,169# as well as the Mott-
Schwinger interaction@170–172# which plays an importan
role in the interpretation of analyzing powers for neutro
scattered at forward angles.

Finally, the semimicroscopic OMP used in the pres
work has the form

U~r ,E!5lv@V0~r ,E!1a~r !V1~r ,E!#

1 ilw@W0~r ,E!1a~r !W1~r ,E!#

1
\2

2m2c2
lW •sW @lvso

Vso~r !1 ilwso
Wso~r !#

1
\2

2m2c2
mlW •sW

1

r

d

dr
Vc~r ! ~32!

for incident neutrons. In Eq.~32! ~i! thel i ’s areE-dependent
normalization coefficients,~ii ! m is the neutron magnetic mo
ment, ~iii ! Vso and Wso are the spin-orbit form factors
~28!,~29!, and~iv! V0, V1, W0, andW1 are the isoscalar an
isovector components of the central potential calculated fr
nuclear matter through an improved LDA to be chosen la
on in Sec. IV D.Vc(r ) is the Coulomb potential which als
contributes to the proton potential. The proton-nucleus O
adopted here includesVc(r ) and has the form~32! from
which the last component~i.e., the Mott-Schwinger interac
tion! is removed since its effect on the predictions is neg
gible. In the present calculations, the complex potential s
by an incident proton with energyE is evaluated atE
2Vc . Whether this prescription is valid or not for the imag
nary central component will be discussed below. Relativis
kinematics@160# is used throughout this study. Finally, fo
odd target nuclei, the contribution stemming from the sp
spin interaction as well as other small components of
residual nucleon-nucleus potential@19# was ignored in the
present study. The effects of the spin-spin interaction
indeed very weak as shown in Fig. 4 of@173# in which the
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experimental angular distributions measured for 9 MeV n
trons incident on208Pb (I 50) and 209Bi ( I 59/2) coincide
nearly perfectly.

C. Grid searches

Here we explain the method adopted to optimize the v
ues of the model parameters as well as the prescriptions~for
the LDA and the SO potential! adopted in actual OMP cal
culations based on the JLM model.

In the first step, we have considered the proton datab
because it includes manys(u) andAy(u) measurements up
to 200 MeV. Wherever possible, we used the ranges of
ues oflv , lw , lvso

, lwso
, t r , andt i available from previous

works as coarse starting values for our search. For each
get nucleus considered separately, we performed single
best fit OMP calculations at each incident energy whene
s(u) and/orAy(u) data is available. Note that one does n
have a strong constraint on the SO components unles
analyzing power measurement is available. Similarly, it
difficult to precisely determine the central OMP compone
without differential cross section distribution. At this point,
is important to focus on getting a fit quality that is as co
stant as possible, and identify the peculiarities of individu
datasets so that one does not attempt to match a clearl
roneous feature of an angular distribution. Thus we ha
excluded a few lower quality datasets from our databa
Also, for incident protons, we have allowed the experimen
normalization of somes(u) distributions ~often extracted
from printed figures! to vary by as much as 10% when suc
a change significantly improves the quality of our fit.

Once this exercise has been completed for many nuc
the various parameters entering the OMP are put toge
and plotted~see Figs. 5 and 6!. Clear cut patterns begin to
show up, which are given smooth close forms. These cl
forms are then inserted as inputs to new OMP calculatio
The parameters governing our close forms are tuned unt~i!
the best fitl ’s display the lowest possible dispersion arou
the E-dependent close form, and~ii ! the visual inspection of
individual angular distributions does not reveal any syste
atic bias as a function of energy. One must then check
the current close forms do not spoil fits in any portion of t
mass range explored, and constitute a good compromise
constant quality fits over the full 40<A<209 range for
tested nuclei. This tedious exercise eventually gets to an
when all the various LDA and SO prescriptions have be
tested.

In the second step, the above techniques have been
for incident neutrons, the only difference being that we
lowed a few normalizations for the experimentals(u) dis-
tributions to vary by as much as 5%~instead of 10% for
incident protons!.

The last stage in these analyses has been the fine tunin
the range parameterst r and t i which weakly influence the
predicted angular distributions but have a noticeable ef
on the overall magnitude of reaction cross sections. The
nally adopted range parameters are trade-off values, fixe
such a way that all the proton reaction and neutron total cr
sections are equally well described across the mass and
ergy ranges sampled in the present study.
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D. Selected LDA prescription

We have tested the three options~see Sec. III A! for the
position at which the interaction is evaluated, in the 1 to 2
MeV energy range, and for 40<A<209 nuclei. While at low

FIG. 5. Normalization factors for the central part of the OM
for neutrons@~a! and ~b!#, and for protons@~c! and ~d!#. Panel~a!
shows the normalizations of the real part of the neutron OMP
panel ~b! shows the normalizations of the imaginary part of t
neutron OMP. Panels~c! and~d! show, respectively, the normaliza
tion of the real and imaginary parts of the proton OMP. The op
circles represent the values that give the best fits to the ave
resonance parametersS0 and R8, and the other symbols represe
the values that produce the best fits to the differential cross sec
and analyzing power distributions. At 1 MeV, the symbols rep
sent the values that give acceptable fits to the measured total
sections. The hatched box encloses the best fits parameters for75As,
80Se, 103Rh, and109Ag. The solid lines represent the variations
the normalization factors with energy. Whenever these param
zations are not thoroughly tested, dotted lines are used.
0

energies all three prescriptions can, to some extent, re
duce the experimental data given adequate potential d
normalizations, at energies in excess of 100 MeV the in
action evaluated at the target position~27! gives the most
satisfying fit of the three prescriptions. Figure 7 shows
comparison of differential cross sections, analyzing powe
and spin rotation functions calculated with the three abo
prescriptions for the reaction208Pb(pW ,p)208Pb at 201 MeV.
The calculations shown were performed with our final pote
tial, using the potential depth normalizations that give t
best fit for the interaction evaluated at the target positi
However, even with tuned normalizations, the interact
evaluated at the projectile position completely fails to rep

d

n
ge

on
-
oss

ri-

FIG. 6. Normalization factors for the spin-orbit potential:~a!
and~b! for protons, and~c! and~d! for neutrons.~a! and~c! are for
the real SO potential while~b! and ~d! are for the imaginary SO
potential. The symbols represent the values of the normaliza
factors that produce best fits to the differential scattering cross
tion and analyzing power data.
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duce the data at high energy. On the other hand, with app
priate normalizations, the interaction evaluated at the m
point produces fits that are slightly worse than those of
interaction evaluated at the target position. From this po
on, we will use the prescription which evaluates the effect
interaction at the target position~27!, since this prescription
leads to best overall agreement with experimental data.

E. Selected SO potential prescription

The three SO prescriptions introduced in Sec. III B ha
been tested through systematic comparisons between O
predictions and differential scattering cross section and a
lyzing power measurements. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 f
polarized protons incident on58Ni at 20, 65, and 178 MeV.
Except for the highest incident energy where the Sche
baum prescription clearly provides the best overall descr
tion of the data, these SO prescriptions produce fits of co
parable quality. Since similar features are observ
throughout our systematic investigation, we use the SO
tential of Eqs.~28!–~30! for the rest of this study.

V. OPTIMAL PARAMETERS

The normalization factors (lv ,lw) and (lvso,lwso
) ob-

tained for the complex central and spin-orbit potentials,
spectively, are discussed separately for incident protons
neutrons. The discussion relevant to the range parametet r
and t i is also included in this section.

A. Normalization for the neutron central OMP

The normalization factorslv andlw obtained between 1
and 200 MeV from individual best fits to elastic scatterin

FIG. 7. Calculateds(u)/sRuth ~upper panel!, Ay(u) ~middle
panel!, and Q(u) ~lower panel! distributions for the reaction
208Pb(pW ,p)208Pb at 201 MeV. The evaluation of the effective inte
action is performed atr proj @LDA prescription ~25!, dotted line#,
(r proj1r targ)/2 @LDA prescription~26!, dashed line# and r targ @LDA
prescription~27!, solid line#. The experimental values are shown a
open circles.
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~below 100 MeV! and total~above 100 MeV! cross-section
measurements forming our database~see Sec. IV A! are
shown in Fig. 5. This figure also includes thel ’s from best
fit to s-wave strength functions (S0) and potential scattering
radii (R8) determined below 1 MeV~open circles! @174#.
Various symbols are used to mark thel ’s corresponding to
specific target nuclei. Thelv’s andlw’s form clearcut pat-
terns that can be parametrized as functions of energy all
way to 200 MeV.

1. lw values

In Fig. 5~b!, the best fit values oflw exhibit strong energy
dependences in the 1–10 MeV and 100–200 MeV rang
and remain nearly constant (lw'1.06) between 10 and 10
MeV. Another plateau (lw'0.25) is present between 1 ke
and 1 MeV. The fact that the normalization factor is signi
cantly different from unity below 10 MeV suggests that t
JLM model is not accounting for specific structure effec
and/or that the absorption at low energy reflects the imp
tance of compound processes which are outside the scop
the JLM model. On the other hand, the sharp increase
served at high energies may be related to the opening of
channels@33,175# that are not treated in the JLM model.

A closer look at the pattern formed by thelw’s in Fig.
5~b! suggests a splitting of their values into two families f
E<10 MeV. One family consists in40Ca, 208Pb, and209Bi,
the other one includes all the other nuclei of our sample.
have parametrized our results below 80 MeV as

lwDM
~E!51.0620.81F11expS ln~1000E!28.80

0.35 D G21

~33!

and

lwNDM
~E!51.0620.80F11expS ln~1000E!28.35

0.30 D G21

,

~34!

whereE is the incident neutron energy in MeV.lwDM
(E) is

the imaginary potential depth normalization for doub
magic nuclei (40Ca, 208Pb, and209Bi which is close to being
doubly magic!, andlwNDM

(E) for the non-doubly-magic nu-

clei. Below 10 MeV we find thatlwDM
,lwNDM

; this is a
measure of the well known shell effects on the absorpt
potential. At low incident energy, the absorption is weak
for doubly magic nuclei. Above 10 MeV, this structure effe
vanishes.

The strong increase oflw observed forE.80 MeV is
essential in order to get good fits to the total cross sectio
In this energy domain, we have thus introduced a multip
cative factorf p(E) that applies to the expressions~33! and
~34!

f p~E!511531023~E280! ~E>80 MeV!. ~35!

2. lv values for E>6 MeV

The best fitlv values are shown as various symbols
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Fig. 5~a!. Those included in a box2 as well as the other nor
malizations shown at 1 MeV will be discussed below. F
the time being, we restrict the discussion to the normali
tion factors fixed atE.6 MeV. In Fig. 5~a!, thelv’s display
a near constant behavior aroundlv'0.95. However, the nor-
malization factors follow a slightly increasing trend with e
ergy which is given the form

lvBG
~E!50.0065 ln~1000E!10.896. ~36!

We label Eq.~36! as the background normalization factor f
the neutron central potential.

3. lv values for1<E<6 MeV

In the 1<E<6 MeV energy range, the total cross secti
predictions are very sensitive to minute variations of the r
potential depth and therefore tolv . Thelv values have thus
been fine-tuned to produce acceptable fits to the total c
sections without spoiling the fits to the differential scatteri
measurements. The results are shown in Fig. 8 at 1, 2, 3,
4 MeV for several nuclei, and displayed as functions of
quadrupole deformationb obtained from our HFB calcula
tions. Note that all the nuclei shown in Fig. 8 have positiveb
values. The highest deformation,b50.22, is found for56Fe
which is a slightly deformed nucleus as suggested by
level sequence at low spin and excitation energy@176#.

2These parameters are for75As, 80Ce, 103Rh, and 109Ag target
nuclei which have barely been considered in this work.

FIG. 8. Evolution oflv~neutron! in the 1 to 4 MeV range, as a
function of the target deformation parameterb. The lines represen
our parametrization~37! and ~38!.
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At E51 MeV, the lv’s are ranging from 0.93 to 1.03
This interval of values gets narrower as the energy increa
Since thelv’s values are determined to less than 2%,
these results are meaningful and do not reflect either bia
ambiguities in our OMP analyses. As a consequence, the
a clear correlation between the normalizationlv and the de-
formation b. More precisely,lv increases withb, and this
trend gets stronger asE decreases down to 1 MeV. Thes
features are the signature of nuclear structure effects in
real central potential which show the limits of using a sphe
cal optical model for slightly deformed nuclei.

To cure this problem without resorting to coupled cha
nels calculations, the normalization factor for the real cen
potential has been given the functional formlv(E,b) in the
interval 1<E<6 MeV for positive values of the deforma
tion b. lv(E,b) connects smoothly with the backgroun
form ~36!

lv~E,b!5 f l~E,b!lvBG
~E!, ~37!

with

f l~E,b!511~0.0037910.0979b!~62E!. ~38!

This parametrization is shown as a set of continuous li
in Fig. 8 where it can be seen to roughly account for t

FIG. 9. Comparison between calculated and experimental t
cross sections for neutrons incident on40Ca, 56Fe, 63Cu, 90Zr,
120Sn, and208Pb. The solid lines represent the results of the cal
lations using our global OMP and the dashed line shows the re
of our calculation without the low energy deformation correction
~37! for 56Fe.
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1130 PRC 58E. BAUGE, J. P. DELAROCHE, AND M. GIROD
empiricallv values fitted for 1<E<6 MeV. We have thus
established a continuous form for thelv normalization factor
between 1 and 200 MeV.

The impact of using Eqs.~36! and~37! on thesT predic-
tions is illustrated for56Fe in Fig. 9. The dashed and co
tinuous curves represent the present JLM calculations u
lvBG

(E) and lv(E,b), respectively. It is clear that a spe

tacular improvement in thesT prediction is obtained using
Eq. ~37!.

B. Normalization for the proton central OMP

The normalization factorslv and lw optimized for inci-
dent protons using grid search techniques~Sec. IV C! are
now discussed.

1. lw values

The parameterlw takes on values which depend o
whether the imaginary potential is evaluated atE or E
2Vc . While in the original JLM model references@37,43#
the complex central potential was to be evaluated aE
2Vc , it has been argued more recently@177# that the imagi-
nary OMP component should be evaluated atE instead of
E2Vc . Since it is not entirely clear to us at which ener
the absorption should be evaluated, we have examined
recommendations.

We start with the case for which the imaginary OMP
evaluated atE2Vc . The optimum normalizations factorslv
and lw , labeled with various symbols, are shown in Fig
5~c! and 5~d!. Above approximately 10 MeV, thel i ’s are
mainly obtained from fits tos(u)/sRuth andAy(u) data. Be-
tween 2 and 8 MeV, thelw values~cross symbols! are de-
duced by forcing the volume integral of the imaginary JL
potential for 90Zr to match that deduced from a dispersi
optical model analysis@178#. Focusing on the incident ene
gies at or above the Coulomb barrier, thelw’s range from
1.05 to 1.6 with a mean value of 1.25. One obvious feat
of the lw’s pattern is the dip it exhibits between 20 and
MeV, wherelw’s go from 1.25 down to 1.05 at 30 MeV. W
have also observed this nearly 20% drop oflw’s while work-
ing with the original JLM parametrization, so it is not likel
that this feature was introduced by our refitting of the JL
imaginary potential. In contrast to what was observed w
neutron projectiles, it is interesting to notice that there is
apparent splitting in thelw values for the doubly magic an
the non-doubly-magic nuclei down to 10 MeV. We ha
fitted theE dependence oflw between 1 and 200 MeV

lw~E!5F 1.252
1.05

11expS E26.2

1.9 D G
3F110.08 exp2S E214

5 D 2G
3F120.09 exp2S E240

25 D 2G
3F11u~E280!

E280

400 G , ~39!
ng

th

.

e

h
o

whereE is the incident proton energy in MeV, andu(x) is
the well known step function. The last factor in Eq.~39!
originates from our attempt to reproduce the reaction cr
sections at high energy. This enhancement factor is v
similar to the high energy factor shown in Eq.~35! for inci-
dent neutrons in the same energy range.

The comparison between previously published a
present values oflw shows that there is good agreement f
15<E<40 MeV; previously publishedlw’s are of the order
of 1.0 to 1.05@8,45# while we find lw in the 1.0 to 1.30
range. Note the large dispersion of the present best fit n
malization factors in the 20 to 50 MeV range.

We now focus on the normalization obtained when t
imaginary part of the potential is evaluated atE instead of
E2Vc . We have tried this way of evaluating the OMP, a
have found that given appropriate normalizations which
not very different from those needed in the above discuss
there is not much difference between the observables ca
lated with one or the other prescription. Thus the quality
the fits cannot be used to decide which prescription is b
Nevertheless, for the rest of this study, we chose to use
original way of evaluating the absorption, i.e., evaluating
imaginary part of the OMP atE2Vc . There is, however, no
compelling reason to do so, and we believe that using on
the other prescription does not affect our conclusions.

2. lv values

The normalization factors for the real central potent
have been obtained from the analysis ofs(u)/sRuth and
Ay(u) data available from the Coulomb barrier to 200 Me
The individual best fitlv values shown in Fig. 5~d! are
nearly constant between 10 and 200 MeV. Above 8 Me
this pattern is given the close form~solid curve!

lv~E!50.97910.00004E, ~40!

where E is the incident proton energy in MeV. ForE,8
MeV, Eq. ~40! is presented as a dashed curve; this extra
lation is used later on to make plain predictions for the re
tion cross section below the Coulomb barrier.

C. Spin-orbit potential depth normalization

The normalization factors of the complex SO potenti
also deduced from grid search, display values which r
heavily on information conveyed by the analyzing powe
These are gathered for incident protons and neutrons in F
6~a!–6~d!. As can be seen, thelvso

values for incident pro-
tons smoothly decrease with increasing energy. Although
lvso

’s are rather scarce for neutrons atE.24 MeV, they

seem to display the same pattern as that forlvso
(proton).

Similarly, thelwso
’s for incident protons and neutrons bo

produce a pattern that is decreasing with energy, star
with weak positive values at low energy, becoming negat
at energies in excess of 20 MeV, and finally leveling off
180 MeV.

Typical uncertainties onlvso
andlwso

are of the order of

10% and 20%, respectively. As a result,lvso
(proton)

'lvso
(neutron) and lwso

(proton)'lwso
(neutron). These
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FIG. 10. Comparison of predicted differential cross sections and analyzing powers with experimental data, for neutrons scatte
40Ca between 2.1 MeV and 40 MeV. Note that the differential cross sections are offset by factors of 10, while the analyzing
distributions are shifted by 2. The solid lines represent the results of our global OMP calculations~including CN contributions!, whereas
dashed lines show the results of individual best fits wherever they significantly improve the description of the data. Dotted lines repr
direct interaction components of the differential cross sections.
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normalization factors are then parametrized as

lvso
5130 exp~20.013E!140 ~41!

and

lwso
520.2~E220!, ~42!

whereE is the incident energy in MeV.

D. Ranges of the improved LDA

In order to find the values of thet r andt i ranges we have
allowed them to vary while fitting proton reaction (sR) and
neutron total (sT) cross sections forE ranging between 2
MeV ~10 MeV for incident protons! and 200 MeV, and tar-
get nuclei from40Ca to 208Pb. The values of the JLM rang
parameters that fit the cross sections over the whole rang
energies and mass numbers are

t r5t i51.2 ~ fm! ~43!

for protons, and

t r5t i51.3 ~ fm! ~44!

for neutrons. Note that it is possible to get a better fit for
individual energy and/or nucleus but the values above
compromises that give a satisfying fit over the whole ran
of

re
e

of mass and energy. Also note that these values are
within the range of previously published results@8,37,45#.

VI. COMPARISONS BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS
AND FINAL PREDICTIONS

For calculating the following results, the final form of ou
global OMP’s is used. The nuclear matter potential~5!–~8! is
calculated using the JLM parametrizations~12!–~15! of
which the imaginary component was refitted over a wid
energy range. The new parameters are shown in Tables I
II as well as in Eqs.~21! and~22!. We adopted the improved
LDA prescription which evaluates the finite nuclei OMP
the target position~24!,~27!. The spin-orbit potential uses th
Scheerbaum form factor~30!. The nuclear radial densities
used in the LDA and the SO form factors are calculated
the HFB framework using the D1S Gogny force. The froz
close forms for the central neutron~33!–~38!, central proton
~39!,~40!, and SO potential depths normalization facto
~41!,~42!, as well as LDA range parameters~43!,~44! are
then applied to their respective components. This proced
yields OMPs that rest on microscopic foundations, that
free of adjustable parameters and whose unique inputs
the target proton and neutron densities, and the projec
energy and type (p or n).

Predictions fors(u), Ay(u), Q(u), R(u), sR , andsT are
performed and compared with experimental data availa
for protons and neutrons incident on selected nuclei.
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FIG. 11. Comparison of predicted differential cross sections and analyzing powers with experimental data, for neutrons scatte
54Fe, 56Fe, andnatFe between 4.6 MeV and 65 MeV. For more details, see the caption of Fig. 10.
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1. 40Ca target
40Ca is interesting for several reasons:~i! it marks the

lower end of the mass region here under study,~ii ! its spheri-
cal character makes it ideal for OMP studies based on
JLM model, and~iii ! it is a self-conjugate nucleus. As
by-product, the asymmetry parametera(r ) is close to zero
and the complex isovector potential is negligible. This is
excellent opportunity to test the isoscalar OMP compone
alone.

Figure 10 shows comparisons between experimentals(u)
andAy(u) data~circles! and present JLM OMP prediction
ignoring ~dotted curves! and including~solid curves! com-
pound nucleus~CN! components. The CN process brin
significant contributions to thes(u) and Ay(u) predictions
only below 10 MeV. The agreement between predicted
measureds(u) is quite good over the whole energy ran
where data is available, except near 11 MeV. However, g
quality predictions are restored using best fitl i ’s parameters
~dashed curves! at this incident energy. For theAy(u) mea-
surements, the predictions are as satisfying as those fors(u)
data. Figure 9 shows a comparison between measured~sym-
bols! and predicted~solid curves! sT values from 1 to 200
MeV. The overall agreement is good, the difference betw
the two sets never exceeding 7%.

2. 54Fe and 56Fe targets
56Fe is a slightly deformed nucleus. This study illustra

to which extent a spherical JLM model parametrization c
e

n
ts

d

d

n

s
n

be applied to the interaction of incident neutrons with mo
erately deformed target nuclei. Figure 11 shows that
s(u) data is well described throughout the 4.6 to 65 Me
range. Only in the vicinity of 10 MeV has the best fit~dashed
curve! been found significantly better than that based on
global parametrization~solid curve!. Unfortunately Ay(u)
measurements are rather scarce for this iron isotope. Thu
have relied on those available for54Fe to show that our
model is again successful. The calculatedsT(56Fe) cross
sections~Fig. 9! match well the experimentalnatFe data
which is not as precise as that for40Ca. Further discussion
are postponed until the newsT values recently measured a
Los Alamos Laboratory for the54Fe and 56Fe isotopes are
released.

3. 63Cu target

Copper is included in our sample to test our model p
dictions for even-odd targets. Moreover, copper was not c
sidered earlier while optimizing the normalization para
eters~see Fig. 5!. For this reason, the results shown belo
highlight the predictive power of our global OMP. In Fig. 1
is shown a comparison between measured and predicted
ferential scattering cross sections. The agreement is v
good, except at 14 MeV where it could be improved usi
best fitl i parameters. At the higher energies, notwithsta
ing the narrow angular range covered by experimental m
surements, the calculations account fairly well for the da
This good agreement at forward angles is directly rela
~through the optical theorem! to that obtained for the tota
cross sections as shown in Fig. 9. The differences occur
at angles in excess of 15° for energies greater than 80 M
can be attributed to contamination of the experimental ela
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scattering cross sections by inelastic processes that hav
been resolved in these measurements. The OMP predic
for sT(natCu) differ from measurements by no more than 8
over the 1 to 200 MeV energy range.

4. 90Zr target

Our global semimicroscopic OMP can account for t
availables(u) data with good accuracy as illustrated in Fi
13. At lower incident energies the excellent agreement
tween data and predictions shows that the CN proces
handled properly as well. As can be seen~Fig. 9!, the OMP
predictions deviate from thesT data by at most 10%.

5. 116Sn and 120Sn targets

The s(u) andAy(u) data available for120Sn is gathered
in Fig. 14. This figure also includess(u) data obtained at 26
and 65 MeV for 116Sn and natSn, respectively. The OMP
results are in good agreement with these experimental re
and with those for thenatSn total cross section~see Fig. 9!.

6. 208Pb target
208Pb and 209Bi are the nuclei that are the closest

nuclear matter in our sample, thus the LDA should be m
reliable for heavy nuclei. If valid, these statements wo
explain why, for these two target nuclei, our OMP pred
tions reproduce almost perfectly thes(u) and Ay(u) data.
This is illustrated in Fig. 15 for208Pb. However, around 40
MeV, the prediction can further be improved by using t
best fit normalizations. The total cross sectionsT(208Pb) is
accurately predicted~Fig. 9!, the data and calculations dif
fering by at most 10% in the 6–120 MeV range.

FIG. 12. Comparison of predicted differential cross sections
analyzing powers with experimental data, for neutrons scatte
from 63Cu and natCu between 5.5 MeV and 155 MeV. For mo
details, see the caption of Fig. 10.
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7. 54Fe, 58,60Ni, 93Nb, and 209Bi targets

The OMP analyses have been conducted with equal su
cess for several other target nuclei (54Fe, 58,60Ni, 93Nb, and
209Bi). Our results fors(u), Ay(u), andsT are available on
request from the authors.

d
d

FIG. 13. Comparison of predicted differential cross sections
with experimental data, for neutrons scattered from90Zr between
1.5 MeV and 24 MeV. For more details, see the caption of Fig. 10

FIG. 14. Comparison of predicted differential cross sections an
analyzing powers with experimental data, for neutrons scattere
from 116Sn, 120Sn, and natSn between 1 MeV and 65 MeV. For
more details, see the caption of Fig. 10.
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FIG. 15. Comparison of predicted differential cross sections and analyzing powers with experimental data, for neutrons scatte
208Pb between 2 MeV and 155 MeV. For more details, see the caption of Fig. 10.
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1. 40Ca target

For this light target of our sample the agreement betw
measured and calculateds(u) andAy(u) values is quite sat-
isfactory although not as good as that obtained for neu
projectile. Figure 16 displays such a comparison. One cle
sees in this figure that thes(u) predictions around 20 MeV
are slightly low for intermediate angles. In the vicinity of 4
MeV, the opposite trend is observed.

The agreement observed forAy(u) is also reasonably
good foru<120° for incident energies up to 201 MeV. Th
spin rotation functionQ(u) measured at the high energ
limit of our study is shown in Fig. 17 and compared with o
OMP predictions~solid curve!. Q(u) is accurately accounte
for at 201 MeV, especially if the best fit normalization p
rameters~differing from the global ones only bylwso

here

taken aslwso
5212) are used~dashed curve!. The spin ro-

tation functionR(u) measured@179# at 65 MeV~Fig. 18! is
also precisely accounted for by our global OMP using froz
parameters. Such an agreement between the experim
and calculated spin rotations functions is also observed
58Ni, 90Zr, and 208Pb and demonstrates the good predict
power of the potential used is this work. This agreement a
demonstrates that, given good quality potentials, an O
based on the Schro¨dinger equation can accurately predict t
spin rotation parametersQ(u) andR(u) up to 201 MeV.

The reaction cross section~Fig. 19! is well described by
the OMP model above 25 MeV where the difference b
tween measured and calculated values does not exceed
Below 20 MeV, this difference, which can reach 20%,
attributed to the presence of resonances that creep quite
in energy.
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2. 56Fe target

Figure 20 illustrates a comparison between measured
calculateds(u) and Ay(u) angular distributions for56Fe.
The overall agreement is as good as, or even better than
obtained for40Ca. Predictions and measurements forsR de-
viate by less than 10%~see Fig. 19!.

3. 58Ni target

The 58Ni nucleus was deliberately excluded from the pr
ton database used in Sec. V B to fix the proton normalizat
factors. Therefore we are able to offer blinds(u) andAy(u)
predictions at many incident energies in Fig. 21. The agr
ment between data and OMP calculations is spectacular f
the Coulomb barrier up to 200 MeV. We also accurate
predict the theR(u) variable~Fig. 18! at 65 MeV.

4. 63Cu target

Since differential scattering measurements for63Cu are
scarce, onlysR has been considered. Final potential pred
tions for the reaction cross section are shown in Fig.
where they are compared with data for63Cu ~larger symbols!
and natCu ~smaller symbols!. The agreement is good.

5. 90Zr target

The measured and calculateds(u) andAy(u) values are
compared in Fig. 22 for90Zr. Good agreements are obtaine
even at large angle wheres(u) data is available for 135
MeV incident protons. Our model also accurately reprodu
the measuredR(u)’s at 65 MeV~Fig. 18!. When extended to
reaction cross sections~Fig. 19!, this comparison shows tha
the OMP predictions are less than 10% away from the
perimental values.
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6. 120Sn target

The tin mass region has not been thoroughly covered
proton scattering studies up to 200 MeV. This is why we a
unable to make a strong case of our semimicroscopic OM
predictive power in this instance. However the fews(u) and

FIG. 16. Predicted scattering cross sections and analyzing po
ers~solid lines! compared with experimental data~open circles! for
protons incident on40Ca between 14.6 MeV and 201 MeV. Note
that elastic cross sections are presented as ratios to the Ruther
cross sections (sRuth). These are offset by factors of 10, while the
analyzing powers are shifted by 2.
in
e
P

w-

ord

FIG. 17. Comparison of calculated spin rotation functionsQ
~lines! with the experimental data~solid dots! for 201 MeV protons
incident on40Ca and208Pb. The solid lines represent the results
the calculations using our global OMP while the dashed lines
for calculations made using the best fit values of the normaliza
factors.

FIG. 18. Comparison of calculated spin rotation functionsR
~lines! with the experimental data~solid dots! @179# for 65 MeV
protons incident on40Ca, 58Ni, 90Zr, and 208Pb. The solid lines
represent the results of the calculations using our global OMP.
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1136 PRC 58E. BAUGE, J. P. DELAROCHE, AND M. GIROD
Ay(u) measurements available for120Sn and116Sn indicate
that our model predictions are accounting reasonably w
for the available data~see Fig. 23!. On the other hand, the
measured and calculatedsR values are in good agreement u
to 200 MeV ~Fig. 19!.

7. 208Pb target

208Pb is the heaviest target nucleus in the set of pro
nucleus scattering studies presented in this work. Manys(u)
and Ay(u) measurements spread over the 10–201 M
range are available so that thepW 1208Pb system provides a
stringent test for our OMP predictions. In Figs. 24 and 2
these predictions are shown to match very well thes(u) and
Ay(u) differential scattering measurements. This excell
agreement obtained here for incident protons and earlier
incident neutrons enhances our presumption that the L
taken at the target coordinate is best suited for JLM mo
studies in the region of heavy spherical nuclei. OMP cal
lations for the spin rotation functionQ are shown in Fig. 17
where they are compared with measurements at 201 M
The agreement is good. However, theQ(u) predictions are
improved and those fors(u) andAy(u) kept nearly as good
by using~like for 40Ca) the best fit values of thel i ’s ~i.e.,
lw51.35 andlwso

5212). TheR(u) spin rotation function
measured at 65 MeV~Fig. 18! is also well accounted for by
our global OMP. Finally, Fig. 19 shows that the reacti
cross section is reproduced with good accuracy between
Coulomb barrier and 200 MeV.

FIG. 19. Comparison between calculated~solid lines! and ex-
perimental reaction cross sections~open symbols!, for protons inci-
dent on 40Ca, 56Fe, 63Cu, 90Zr, 120Sn, and208Pb below 200 MeV.
Larger symbols are for isotopic measurements and smaller one
for elemental targets.
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8. Other target nuclei

OMP analyses conducted for some target nuclei (54Fe,
60Ni, 93Nb, and 209Bi) are not shown here, but are availab
on request.

C. Remarks

Before closing this section, we would like to make a fe
comments. The first one deals with thesR data for which
most measurements were performed in the early days of
ton scattering and reaction studies; their accuracy is by
inferior to the 1% precision currently achieved in recentsT
measurements performed at Los Alamos@33#. As a conse-
quence, the availablesR data has put weak constraints o
our model parametrization. High precisionsR measurements
are needed to further challenge our predictions.

The second remark is related to the energy dependenc
the calculatedsR values. As can be seen in Fig. 19, the
values, calculated at up to 10 MeV above the Coulomb b
rier, get weaker as the target mass increases fromA540 to
A5208. Since these features are not seen for thesT predic-
tions in Fig. 9 our present comments on thesR predictions
point to ~i! the treatment of the Coulomb field in nucle
matter which may need modest improvements, or m
likely ~ii ! the dispersion relations@180# which are not fully
included in the JLM nuclear matter theory.

The third remark concerns the proton reactions at s
Coulomb energies.sR predictions are shown in order to giv
an impression of their rapid drop asZ increases. This energ
range deserves further work considering the important ro
plays in astrophysics.

Our final comments deal with the complex spin-orbit p
tential. The Scheerbaum prescription adopted here lead
observable predictions of a quality which is beyond our ea
expectations. The meaning of this success remains to be
plained on the basis of microscopic SO interactions.

D. Discussion

Volume integrals and root mean square radii are usu
calculated for the purpose of comparing OMP predictio
from separate analyses. Detailed comparisons between
bal parameters are here restricted to the case of proton
cident on 40Ca and208Pb.

We begin with thepW 1208Pb potential and we plot the
volume integralsJv /A, Jw /A @Fig. 26~a!#, Jvso

/A1/3, and

Jwso
/A1/3 @Fig. 26~b!# as well as rms radiiRrmsv

(Rrmsv

5^r v
2&1/2) and Rrmsw

(Rrmsw
5^r w

2 &1/2) @Fig. 26~c!# of the
present JLM potential components~solid curves!. In these
figures we also display~i! van Oerset al. best fit values
@160# ~open circles and triangles!, and ~ii ! results from
Fourier-Bessel analyses@181# ~boxes!. The datasets in Figs
26~a! and 26~b! all agree within uncertainties. Our predicte
rms radius@Fig. 26~c!# for the real central potential is satis
fying since its values at low and high energies match
other datasets. The raise gradually showing up above
MeV reflects the evolution ofV(r ) from volume to volume
plus surface shape~see Fig. 1!. Conversely, the imaginary
potential changes from surface to volume shape asE in-

are
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FIG. 20. Predicted scattering cross sections and analyzing powers~solid lines! compared with experimental data~open circles! for
protons incident on56Fe between 11 MeV and 182 MeV. For more information see the caption of Fig. 16.
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creases. As a consequence, its rms radius decreases
pattern is followed by the present JLM OMP predictions a
van Oerset al. data, but the two sets differ by approximate
10%.

All the predictions shown in Fig. 26~c! for the imaginary
SO component support the view that its strength which
his

s

weak at low incident energy slowly increases with energy
to approximately 180 MeV. Although results for the real S
component display some dispersion around a smooth tre
the solid curve~our work! is consistent with the other sym
bols considering the uncertainties attached to the determ
tion of this SO potential component.
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FIG. 21. Predicted scattering cross sections and analyzing powers~solid lines! compared with experimental data~open circles! for
protons incident on58Ni between 10 MeV and 200 MeV. For more information see the caption of Fig. 16.
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Similar comparisons are performed in Fig. 27 for t
pW 140Ca potential. Besides our predictions~solid curves!,
this figure also includes global parameters from~i! a disper-
sive OMP analysis@182# ~dashed curves!, ~ii ! standard OMP
calculations@183# ~open circles and triangles!, ~iii ! Fourier-
Bessel analyses@63# ~boxes!, and~iv! Dirac phenomenology
@184# ~solid circles and triangles!. Except at 61 and 155
MeV, where some van Oerset al. results @183# fall apart
from smooth patterns in energy, an overall good agreem
exists between the various predictions including ours. N
that the rms radii deduced by van Oerset al. for the imagi-

FIG. 22. Predicted scattering cross sections and analyzing p
ers~solid lines! compared with experimental data~open circles! for
protons incident on90Zr between 9.8 MeV and 180 MeV. For mor
information see the caption of Fig. 16.
nt
te

nary central potential are not plotted since they display
ratic values which make any comparison with other datas
meaningless.

We also compare~but not display! our central potential
rms radii with those of Nadasenet al. @120# and we find
them in good agreement. However, if we compare theJv /A
andJw /A values of the present work with those of Schwan
et al. @119#, we find that although both datasets follow th
same trends, they exhibit some noticeable quantitative dif
ences. Such differences have been acknowledged in@119#
and attributed to different radial shapes of the potentia
Note, however, that the volume integrals of the SO part
our potential are in good agreement with those of@119#.

Lastly, we extend the discussion of the properties of
potential to radial shapes at 201 MeV. For thepW 140Ca sys-
tem, these distributions are shown in Fig. 28~solid curves!
where they are compared with the spread of values~shaded
areas! deduced for several OMPs evaluated using differ
LDA prescriptions and effective interactions@26#. Present
radial shapes of the complex central potential are well wit
the bounds of shaded areas. For the complex SO com
nents, the agreement is not as good as that discussed a
However, we do not view this as a problem since Seiferet
al. mention that the error bars shown in Fig. 21 of@26# are
likely to be too small.

VII. SUMMARY

We have performed a large scale study of the semimic
scopic optical model potential built from nuclear matter
Jeukenne, Lejeune, and Mahaux. Our early motivation w
to define the range of validity of this model in spheric
OMP analyses conducted up to 200 MeV, for protons a
neutrons incident on closed- and near closed-shell nu
from 40Ca to 209Bi. Prior to performing these OMP analyse
we have established a new parametrization of the on-s
mass operator which extends the original JLM parametr
tion beyond 160 MeV.

Several prescriptions for the local density approximat
have been tested, using radial densities obtained from s
consistent mean field~i.e., HFB! calculations based on Gog
ny’s force. We got the best overall results by evaluating
LDA at the target nucleus coordinate. Performing optic
model calculations up to 200 MeV also requires a comp
spin-orbit interaction. We have treated this OMP compon
as a phenomenological potential, and found that the SO f
factor established by Scheerbaum is suitable for OMP an
ses over the energy range of present interest.

Once the HFB densities have been calculated for40Ca,
54,56Fe, 58,60Ni, 63,65Cu, 90Zr, 93Nb, 116,120Sn, 208Pb, and
209Bi, the main thrust was put on fitting many neutron a
proton, scattering and reaction measured observables u
grid search techniques. The normalization factors deduce
this manner for the real and imaginary components of
central and spin-orbit potentials take on values which exh
smooth variations as functions of energy when plotted se
rately for incident protons and neutrons. Prompted by th
results, the normalization factorslv , lw , lvso

, and lwso

attached to our semimicroscopic potential depths have b
given simple close forms. Except at low incident energ
where sizable nuclear structure effects are seen, and

w-
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FIG. 23. Predicted scattering cross sections and analyzing powers~solid lines! compared with experimental data~open symbols! for
protons incident on116Sn ~triangles! and 120Sn ~circles! between 10 MeV and 160 MeV. For more information see the caption of Fig.

FIG. 24. Predicted scattering cross sections~solid lines! compared with experimental data~open circles! for protons incident on208Pb
between 10 MeV and 201 MeV. For more information see the caption of Fig. 16.
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FIG. 25. Predicted analyzing powers~solid lines! compared with experimental data~open circles! for protons incident on208Pb between
11 MeV and 201 MeV. For more information see the caption of Fig. 16.
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given a specific treatment, these close forms do not dep
on the target mass as soon asE>10 MeV. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first time that a global semimicrosco
OMP built form nonrelativistic nuclear matter theory is e
tablished up to 200 MeV and for which the sole inputs a

FIG. 26. Global properties of thep1208Pb potential.~a! Volume
integrals for the complex central term,~b! volume integrals for the
complex SO term, and~c! rms radii for the complex central term
Solid lines represent the present calculations, and symbols are
separate works.
nd

c

e

microscopic~HFB! densities. This potential, for which pa
rameters are frozen, leads to OMP predictions which are
good overall agreement with scattering and reaction m
surements analyzed above 1 MeV for incident neutrons,
above the Coulomb barrier for incident protons. At 200 Me
for the pW 140Ca andpW 1208Pb systems, the agreement is
good as that obtained previously using other folding pot
tials with different LDA prescriptions. Moreover, the goo

m FIG. 27. Global properties of thep140Ca potential. For more
details see the caption of Fig. 26.
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agreement between our calculations and spin rotation fu
tions measured for several nuclei shows that, below
MeV, a scattering model based on the Schro¨dinger equation
can be used to successfully predict the observablesQ(u) and
R(u), if a good quality potential is used. To our knowledg
this is the first time that such a success is achieved usin
nonrelativistic OMP model calibrated ons(u) and Ay(u)
observables only.

FIG. 28. Potential radial shape. Comparison between our glo
OMP ~solid line! and the spread of several OMPs calculated us
various effective interactions and LDA prescriptions~shaded area!
for the systemp140Ca at 201 MeV.
g
te

le
e

7,

h

h,

s

c-
0

,
a

Since our folding potential has not been designed a
tested at higher incident energies, its range of validity
strictly limited to E<200 MeV. We also wish to emphasiz
that our semimicroscopic OMP should not be used for sc
tering from stable, unstable, and halo nuclei with masseA
,40. Although we know from previous scattering studies
9Be @185#, 13C, and 16O @10#, and a few halo nuclei@186#
that the local density approximation is a sound hypothe
our limited experience gained for light nuclei clearly ind
cates that the present LDA is not an optimum forA,40. In
this respect, an extension of our work to target nuclei ligh
than 40Ca would be worth doing.

Notwithstanding the above limitations, the present mod
that is free of adjustable parameter and rests upon mi
scopic foundations, has successfully passed a broad spec
of tests, and therefore can be used for producing solid p
dictions.

By now, we are concentrating our efforts on~i! the 75
<A<113 region where the imaginary proton-nucleus pot
tial is known to display an ‘‘anomalous’’ behavior at su
Coulomb energies, and~ii ! strongly deformed nuclei in the
rare earth and actinide regions. Our preliminary results
encouraging. They also support the widespread view tha
ducing NM effective interactions to local potentials throu
a local density approximation is a reliable method in nucle
scattering and reaction studies.
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